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Optimize Compliance Costs 
with Data Lineage

Learn more about how Manta can streamline your regulatory compliance initiatives at manta.io.

Organizations are under ever 
increasing pressure to remain  
in compliance while adhering  
to a growing number of regulations –  
all while undergoing complex audits.

This can create a drain on time, resources, and money. And if you’re using manual processes, you’re at 
a significant risk of data quality issues that can make you non-compliant. This issue is compounded in 
complex data ecosystems where unpacking complex data flows across multiple platforms typically requires 
engagement with multiple business & technical stakeholders.

Instead, optimize costs with automated data lineage from Manta. With Manta’s powerful 
map of data flows and dependencies, you can expect the following results: 

Save Over $5m & Cut Software Release Time by 30% 

With Manta’s automated lineage, a large international bank was able to reallocate resources from 24 
FTEs down to 5 FTEs – an annual cost saving of over $5 million. The additional FTEs were deployed to 
mission-critical, customer 360 and process automation initiatives that accelerated the organization’s 
digital transformation agenda. In a FTSE 100 Insurance firm, re-assigning engineers to focus on mission-
critical projects enabled accelerated transformation and cut their software release time by 30%. 

Reduce Stakeholder Engagement by 60%

Not only is it costly to employ multiple full-time engineers directly to complete manual processes, but 
the time of other stakeholders must be factored in. With Manta, a recent project at a Fortune 500 
Financial Services organization uncovered hidden costs across seven different departments. 

Reduce Auditor Consultant Fees by 70% 

External auditor costs also need to be factored into any TCO calculation. A global Insurance company 
identified it was able to reduce the complexity and halve the cost of their external audit process by 
providing auditors with interactive maps of data flows. 
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About Manta

Manta is a world-class data lineage platform that uncovers your blind spots and offers 
a line of sight into your data environment. Manta brings intelligence to metadata 
management, automatically scanning your data environment with the power of 50+ 
scanners to build a powerful map of all data flows. Through Manta’s native UI and 
other channels, both technical and non-technical users have access to enterprise-level 
observability. With Manta, the world’s top enterprise level companies gain full visibility 
and control of data pipelines, driving productivity and regaining trust in their data. 

Visit manta.io to learn more
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